
Connect Group Meeting 
Template 

CONNECT 
- Allow approximately 5-10mins for people to connect and converse


START TIME 
- Be sure to start promptly at the time the group has been advertised at


WELCOME 
- Introduce yourself, greet the group, welcome anyone who might be attending for the first 

time

- Open group time with an overview of this week’s focus/discussion

	 Example: “This week we’re watching Session 1! We’ll also be discussing 	 	 	
what stands out to us and how we can apply it to our lives.” 
- Pray

	 Example: “God, thank you for the opportunity we have to be together. Help us to find 	 	
	 encouragement, friendship, and direction from our time in this group and the 	 	 	
	 discussion. Thank you for each person who has joined us. Amen.”


CONTENT (WATCH) 
- Play this week’s video found on the “Host Resource” webpage at cornerstonelife.org


DISCUSSION 
- Open the conversation up to the groups thoughts/comments on the scripture/video

- Use the “Digging Deeper” questions (found on the “Host Resource” webpage at cornerstone 

life.org) to help the conversation stay on topic and practical

	 Example:

Digging Deeper 
WEEK 1: Starting Out

1. Think about the statement, "It's only crazy until it happens. "What are some examples from 
your life that support that statement? When has God called you to do something crazy?

2. Read Ephesians 3:14-21. What would you like God to accomplish in your life that is 
"immeasurably more" than you

feel comfortable asking or imagining?

3. Read Genesis 12:1-9. What are some ways that Abram demonstrates the different kinds of 
faith? Baby Faith, Maybe Faith & Crazy Faith.

4. How would you summarize the concepts of baby faith and maybe faith?




- End discussion on a positive note; point out a verse, video portion, or part of the groups 
discussion that encouraged you


- Pray

	 Example: “Lord, thank you for the time we have had. We ask that these relationships 	 	
	 and discussions will help us to know you more. I pray for a continued growth and 	 	
	 connection of all of us as we journey together. Amen.” 
	 *feel free to ask a group member to pray 

CLOSING 
- It is great if you or your group members want to spend more time together, but be sure to 

officially end the discussion time and dismiss those who may need to leave promptly at the 
time the group has been advertised for


- Encouraging group members to bring snacks, deserts, games or other group based items to 
share is a great idea (the more fun, the better)


- Time after the group may be an ideal opportunity to further connect on a personal level
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